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IFF Event Identity Guidelines 

 

These guidelines are intended to serve as checklist for the IFF Member Associations planning the 

use of the IFF Corporate Identity in the IFF Events they are organising.  

 

The organiser commits to use the IFF Corporate Identity logo and the identity of IFF in accordance 

with good manners and what is generally accepted in the sporting world. They are not to be used 

in any way that would harm the general interest or brand image of Floorball and the IFF.  

 

The idea behind the use of an IFF Corporate Identity is to increase the visibility of Floorball 

and make people identify and remember our sport and logo, and not just the “temporary” event 

logo. The organiser’s event logo will only have an event-related lifespan, so it is important to use 

the IFF Corporate Identity as much as possible to reach a larger audience and connect different 

Floorball events to each other.  

 

 

IFF logo                                   IFF Emblem 
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IFF Event Visual Identity 

 

The IFF Event Visual Identity consists of two basic elements: 

 

1. The Event Logo (composite of IFF emblem and Event emblem) 

            
 

2. The Event Visual Style (Event Colors, Event Typography and Event Visual Motif) 

 

 
If any question arises, in relation to the use of the IFF Event Visual Identity, please feel free 

to contact the IFF Secretary General directly by email at liljelund@floorball.sport  
 

  

mailto:liljelund@floorball.sport
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The IFF Event Corporate Identity 

The IFF Event Corporate Identity consists of the IFF emblem and the Event emblem, which together 

makes the IFF Event Corporate Identity. 

 

The organizer is free to design the Event component in the way they like to, so that they have the 

needed localization included into it. However, it is very important that it uses, in all marketing and 

information actions and materials made for the Event, the same visual approach in-line with the 

chosen identity. Meaning that all materials, regardless if they are published electronically or 

printed, shall be designed using the same approach. 

 

The organizer is free to choose the color and font for the logo and can adjust the IFF emblem color 

to match the Event image color. The IFF emblem can only have one color. 

 

An ideal solution would be that the elements, colors or shapes of the Corporate Identity would be 

found in all the materials together with the IFF emblem and the image component. 
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Some examples of the IFF Event Corporate Identity used previously: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The font of the text in the IFF emblem and the Event Image component, shall be the same 

 

Event Image Component: 

- decided by the organiser, 

approved by the IFF 

IFF emblem  
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Below some examples of how to use colors and the separation of the IFF and Event emblems from 

each other: 

 

The basic measures 
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Some examples of applying the Event logo on different backgrounds: 
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The Event Emblem Component shall consist of the following information: 

- Which Event and Year 

o Including gender indication of the Event (Men’s / Women’s) 

- Country where it is played 

- Event Emblem 

- Dates and Host Cities 

 

 

The IFF is to approve the proposed IFF Event Corporate Identity well in advance of the Event 
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The IFF Event Corporate Identity with partners 

The use of partner and/or sponsor logos together with the IFF Event Corporate Identity should 

always be with the template produced/provided by the LOC. Below examples of the proper 

combination of sponsor logo and the IFF Event Corporate Identity (template / with partner logo) 
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Use of the IFF Event Corporate Identity 

- In all official documents, materials, letterheads, presentations, web page 

- TV swipe (here use the most simplified version) 

- Front cover of the Match program 

- Tickets of the Event 

- Accreditation Cards  

- Posters, signs, advertisements,  

- Social media: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Flicker 

- Event Sponsorship sales material 

- IFF and Event Main Sponsors materials and channels 

- On Event rink (outside of the rink)   

- LOC, IFF, NA, Sponsor web pages 

- Media packages and services (News logo) 

- Volunteer outfit 

- Merchandising 

- Event flag 

- Any sponsor of the event shall use the Event Corporate Identity 
 

Event Emblem (Symbol) 

- Venue decoration 

- Very small merchandising items (pins, magnets, etc.) 

- Mascot   
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Examples how to use the IFF emblem on different formats 
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Examples of how NOT to use the IFF logo 
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Standard IFF Logo colour 
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Standard IFF Logo font 

 

 


